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Ábst ract

The purpose of this paper is two-fold. First, we analyze the proper-
ties of a number of estimators that can be used to estimate short-run
persistence in mutual fund returns. When data for different funds
are pooled, it is advisable to corrcrt for cross-sectional differences in
expected returns. However, these adjustments may induce biases in
the estimated persistence coefficients and thus lead to spurious persis-
tence. Theoretical derivations, combined with a Monte Carlo study,
show that the importance of these biases cannot be neglected for the
samples that are typically used in applied work, in particular if the
number of time periods is small. Second, we estímate the short-run
persistence in two samples of U.S. open-end mutual funds using quar-
terly returns for 1986-1994. The subsample of growth funds appears
to have a persistence pattern that is quite similar to the one found by
Hendricks, Pate] and Zeckhauser [1993] for the period 1974-1988. In
general, the results are quite sensitive to the estimation method that
is employed.
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1 Introduction
The fast growing mutual fund industry tries to attract investors by advertis-
ing its past record of fund returns. Empirical evidence (see Patel, "Leckhauser
and Hendricks [1992]~ shows that investors aze more willing to invest money
in a mutual fund if the fund returns are high compared to other mutual funds.
Apparently, these investors expect that mutual funds with above average re-
turns in one perioci will continue to have above average returns. If this is
indeed the case, an investment strategy based on identifying funds with so-
called hot hands can increase the expected return on investors' portfolios of
mutual funds.

While the efficient market hypothesis suggests that past returns aze un-
informative about future returns, recent studies find some statistically sig-
nificant short-ruri persistence in mutual fund returns. Knowledge of such a
pattern of predictable returns can be valuable, as show-n by Hendricks, Patel
and Zeckhauser [1993], who find that an investment strategy based on se-
lecting mutual funds with an above average return in the last four quarters
increases the expected return on a portfolio by 31 basis points over the next
four quarters.

In this paper we cxamine a raaige of estimation methods used to detect
patterns of predictable returns. As we shall see below, estimation errors in
some of these methods may induce spurious findings of short-run persistence.
However, the most severe bias we find is negative, indicating that it cannot
generate a spurious finding of hoL hands in mutual funds. Furthermore, we
investigate whether a persistence pattern similar to the one found for the
period 1974-1988 by Hendricks, Patel and Zeckhauser [1993] still holds for
the period 1986-1995.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we
present five methods, mostly proposed in the literature, to estimate patterns
of persistence in mutual fund returns. For a finite number of periods, several
of these methods can be shown to have an asymptotic bias in the estimated
coefficients. In section 3 we derive analytical expressions for these biases,
starting from the hypothesis that the returns on each fund are independent
cirawings from a time-invariant distribution. To simplify our expressions, we
only consider the case where one lag is included in the persistence equation.
For the general case, with a larger number of lags, we present additional
results in Section 4 using a Monte Carlo study. The results from this study
indicates that the analytical results from Section 3 aze equally valid for other
lags than the first one. In addition, we consider the case where fund returns
do have a pattern oí predictability and discuss to what extent the estimation
methods are able to detect and estimate this pattern. Section 5 presents
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the results of an empirical study into the short-run persistence in a sample
of open-end mutual funds, select.ed from the Morningstar database, over the
period 1986 to 1994. Finally, section 6 concludes.

2 Persistence of Returns
Active selection among mutual fimds can be profitable if mutual fund returns
show a pattern of predictable behavior. If this is the case, the expected
return on an investor's rnutual fund portfolio c;an be increased if he is able to
identify funds that will be superior performers in the future. For instance, if
funds exhibit significant positive persistence in returns over a certain period
then it can be worthwhile for an investor to select the funds with a high
return, relative to their own unconditional mean return, over that period to
increase the expected return on his portfolio. However, befere we can test an
economically valuable investment strategy, we first have to identify the form
of the pattern of predictable returns.

For the moment, let us consider N mutual funds with an observed return
history of T periods. Furthermore, we assume that the conditional expected
return of mutual fund i in period t cau be written as

l J

Ec-i [T:~] - ry:o } ~ ry:~r~,~-i - Itt } ~ry:~(rt,c-i - li:)- (1)
i-i i-1

where r;t is the return in excess of the risk free rate and Ft; - E[r;t] -
ry;o~(1- ~~ y;~) is the unconditional expected excess return. The ccefficients
ry,~ (j - 1, ..., J) refíect persistenc:e in the excess return of fund i, relative to its
own unconditional mean. Clearly, the efficient market hypothesis implies that
each parameter ry~~ is equal to zero. Recent empirical evidence (see Grinblatt
and Titman [1992], Hendricks, Patel and Zeckhauser [1993], Gcetzmann and
Ibbotson [1994]) indicates that there may be some, statistically significant,
short-run persistence in mutual fund returns. For example, Hendricks, Patel
and Zeclchauser [1993] claim that the predictable behavior of mutual fund
ret~rrns can be profitable for an investor who actively selects mutual funds
according to certain invest.ment strategies based upon funds' past returns.

Predictable behavior of mutual fund returns can be estimated using re-
gression analysis, after rewriting (1) as

J

T~e - ryto ~ ~ 1':~Tt,c-i } Ete (2)
i-i

where e;~ is the unexpected return of fund i in period t. In principle, (2) can
be estimated for each of the N funds in the sample. However, usually one
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is not directly interested in the persistence pattern of an individual fund,
but rather in examining whether a group of mutual funds has, on average, a
pattern of predictable returns. Moreover, individual estimates are likely to
be very inaccurate due to a small signal-to-noise ratio, particularly when the
fund's history is short. Therefore, it is wmmon to pool the returns ofall funds
and estimate a set of common persistence ccefficients, or, when homogeneity
of ry,~ is not imposed, estimate a set of - hopefully - average ccefficients. In
the sequel, we shall consider several approaches that are suggested for this
purpose.

A first way to estimate short-run persistence of mutual fund returns fol-
lows Fama and Macbeth [1973] and is based on cross-sectional regressions of
the form

J

r;c - ke ~~ ry~tr:,e-~ f aite, 2- 1 ~--~ N~ (3)
;-i

where homogeneity of the persistence pattern over the funds is imposed, while
variation over time is not excluded. This standard Fama-Macbeth procedure
implies that (3) is estimated for each period t, after which parameter esti-
mates, and standard errors, are obtained from the time series of regression
estimat.es. In particular, the set of estïmated slope coefficients is tre,ated as
a random sample from a population with constant mean ry~. We shall refer
to this approach as FM.

Essentially, ( 3) checks for autocorrelation in fund returns imposing that
these aze drawings from a distribution with a co~re~rcon, time-varying, mean.
That is, the specification in (3) does not only impose that the predictability
pattern is the the same for all funds, but also that the expected return on
each of the funds is same. As argued by Jegadeesh [1990], this may lead
to biased estimates for the persistence coefficients, because, relative to the
common mean, fund returns do exhibit correlation over time, even if all ry~~
are zero. Intuitively, funds with a high average return are simply more likely
to have high returns (relative to the common mean) in all periods. Given
that there is variation in expected returns over the funds, estimating (3)
by ordinary least squares will find spurious correlations over time between
current and past returns.

Most solutions for this problem try to eliminate ry~o or (equivalently) k;
by subtracting some estimate of it from the left hand side variable. Denoting
this estimate by Mt-1(r;t), the resulting cross-sectional regression is given by

T;c - Mc-i(T~c~ - ke ~~7~cr:,~-~ f u:~~ 2- 1~ ..~ N~ (4)
~-i

which can be estimated according the Fama Macbeth procedure. A number
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of different estimators of the unconditional expectation have been proposed in
the literature (see Jegadeesh [1990], Hendricks, Patel and Zeckhauser [1993]).
Let us consider three possible choices for Mt-1,

1. Mc-t(r;c) :- r;,c - s ~s-i r;,c}s, the average return over period t~- 1 to
t-~ S for some positive S.

2. Mc-t(r~e) :- r; - r~s t r;s, the average historical return over period
1 to T.

3. Mc-t(rce) :- 1' ~r - b~ f~k t,Q;(6xa - rt), the return predicted by a
linear K-factor model.

We shall refer to the estimation methods of equation (4) with the above
specification of the unconditional expected return as FMl, F'M2 and FM3,
respectively. While the first choice, wrrespunding to the one made by Je-
gadeesh [1990], indeed eliminates the bias due to variation in expected returns
over the funds, the latter two, examples of the choices made by Hendricks,
Patel and Zeckhauser [1993], generate another bias as we will show below,
which may induce a spurious finding of negative short-run persistence in re-
turns. A disadvantage of Jegadeesh' approach is that it reqttires returns over
the period t~- 1 to t-F S to estimate the unconditional expected returns.
In particular, when ewnomically valuable investment strategies are investi-
gated, this method dces not seem very attractive because the number of time
series observations available is often small.

As an alternative strategy, we suggest a different estimation method based
on the analogy of removing fixed individual effects in a dynamic panel data
model (see Hsiao [1985, p. 71 ff.], Baltagi [1995, p. 125 ff.]. In this approach,
the returns over the N funds and T periods are pooled, after which the
model is written in terms of first differences, while including a time-varying
intercept. Although this eliminates the fund specific effects in ry~o, it does
lead to correlation between lagged returns and the error term, invalidating
least squares estimation. Therefore, we follow Anderson and Hsiao [1981]
and estimate the resulting equation

J

rtc-rtc-t - 7cf~7i(r~,t-i-ri,t-i-t)}v:c~ t- 1,. .,T and i- 1,. .,N (5)
i-1

by instrumental variables. A valid instrument for r;,c-1 - r;,c-2 is given by
r,,c -zi while all other regressors can be treated as exogenous and thus serve
as their own instruments. We shall refer to this method as pooled IV.

`1'he five estimation methods above all produce estimates for some average
of the individual persistence coefficients over the funds, or for the common
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value of these coefficients when there is no fund heterogeneity in ry;~ (j -
1, ..., J). T~ show that some of these estimators may produce seriously biased
estimates, we shall first, in the, next section, derive analytical expressions for
their probability limit when the number of lags in the regression is restricted
to 1(J - 1) and the true persistence coefficients are all equal to zero (ry;~ - 0
for all i). More general cases are considered in Section 4, on the basis of a
:VConte Carlo study.

3 Properties of the Estimators: Analytical
Results

Deriving analytical expressions for the properties of the range of estimators
discussed abrne in a very general case is tedious and does not provide much
insight. Therefore, we simplify the analysis, and shall consider in this section
the case where only one lag is included in the regressions (J - 1). For the
moment, we shall also assume that the efficient market hypothesis holds,
which implies that past returns do not have any indicative value for future
returns. True fund returns are assumed to be generated by the following one
factor model

rst - ~irmc -i' ~lit (6)

where we shall refer to r,,,~ as the return on the mazket portfolio in excess
of the risk free rate (although it may denote any other fact.or that prices the
funds), and where Q; is the sensitivity of fund i with respect to the market
portfolio. For a given fund i, the unobservable error terms ~;~ are assumed to
be i.i.d. drawings from a distribution with zero mean and constant variance,
independent of r,,,~. Consequently, the data generating process (6) implies
that the expected excess return on fund i, as defined in (1), is given by
Ec; -~i;p,,,, where N,,,, ~ 0 is the expected excess return on the market
portfolio. It also implies that ry;~ - 0 for all i and j. Although (6) may
be somewhat restrictive, it serves our purpose as it implies that any excess
performance is the result of luck (a good draw of ~;~), and has no predictive
power Cor fiiture performance. The Jj;'s are assumed to be random drawings
from a distribution with mean ~p and vaziance QÁ, uncorrelated with ~;t
(t - 1,...,T).

Let us first consider the OLS estimators for ry~~ in (3) using the N fund
returns in period t, which form the basis for the FM method. The pseudo
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true valuel for the OLS estimator ylt is given by

Covc[r;c, ri,c-1] (7)
ryit - ~

V c [ri,e- t ]

where the suffix t attached to the (co)variances is used to indicate cross-
sectio~~al (c:o)variancesz for all funds that are available at time t. Note that
in a cross-section at time t, the mazket returns in pe,riod t or before can
br~ considered as given. Using the data generating process in (6), it can be
shown that.

zCiOV t[rit ~ ri,t-1] - Q~rmtrm,t- 1 i

which can be either positive or negative, and that

(8)

utlri.t-1] - Qprme } VtLtlie]. (9~

"I'hc r~ult in (8) shows that the problem of cross-sectional correlation be-
t.wc~en r;c and ri,t-1i even when r,,,c and uit are serially uncorrelated, is due
to cross-sectional variation in expected returns over the funds. T'he FM esti-
mate, obtained as the time-average of rylc, also suffers from a non-zero pseudo
true value (and thus a bias) as the average of (8) nor the average ratio of (8)
and (9) is equal to zero. The bias in the FM estimator can be expected to
be positive, a-s r,,,t, though uncorrelated over time, will have a positive mean.

In order to eliminate the above bias, Jegadeesh [1990] suggests to adjust
the lefthand side of (3~ by subtracting an unbiased estimate for t.he expected
return3, based on a moving average of S future returns. Alternatively, the
sample average return, or the predicted value from the onc;factor model
can be used. 'I'his results in the methods referred to as FMl, F'M2 and
FM3, respectively. `I'he pseudo true value of the resulting estimators can
be obtained by replacing the numeraLor in (7) by Caut[rit - Mc-1(r;c), ri,t-1],
with theappropriatechoice for Mt-1(r;e). Ideally, Mt-1(r;c) iscorrelated with
ri,t-1 in such a way that the numerator in (7) equals zero (on average).

Let us now consider the pseudo true value of the OLS estimator for ~ylt in
these three cases. Using the assumptions of the data generating process in
(6), the. following expression for the numerator can be derived for the FMl
method

Covt[rit - Mc-1(rit),ri,t-1] - ap(rmt - r.,~c)rm,c-1 (10)

~Thc pseudo true value of an estimator ON is defined as the probability limit of that.
csl.imator when N y oo.

ZNote that this is not the sacne as conditional (co)variances.
~Due to a slightly different assumption on the data generating process, the expressions

in .lagade~h are similar but not identical to ours.
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where iiril denotes the average market return over the period t~- 1 to t f S
(S 1 0). Taking the expectation over t in this numerator gives zero, where
we use the assumption that r,,,L are independent drawings from a distribution
wit.h a constant mean pm and vaziance am. Consequently, we do not expect
a bias for this estimator.

lIowever, in the FM2 procedure, where the average return over the whole
sample period is employed, we have

which differs in two aspects fiom (10). First, the presence of an additional
second term and second, the average market return r,,, now aLso includes
r,,,,e-1. Consequently, taking the expectation over t in (11) gives a non-zero
value. Furthermore, combining (11) with (9) and taking expectations over
t in numerator and denominator, results in the follewing Pxpression for the
pseudo true value of the FM2 estimator"

a z1 opQm - 1 V~rlit~
(12)7i ~ -- j

T ~A(am. } {~ín) ~ vl~iel

which implies that the expected bias is negative and in absolute value some-
what less than T.s

Considering the data generating process (6), the FM3 procedure is now
based on the returns predicted by the lineaz one-factor model, i.e. ML-1(riL)
is based on a time series regression of rie on T,,,e. Using the expression for the
OLS estimators for the intercept term, one can write

i,i02Jt~TiL - ML-l(Tí1)i Ti,t-11 - Q(3(Tmt - Tm)Tm,t-1 ~ T,VLI~ÍicJ (11)

Mc-1(Ti1) - ri ~ Tli(Tmc - Tm), (13)

where
~t(Tit - Ti)(Tmt - Tm)

Tli - .s
~C Tmt - Tm)

(14)
From this, it follows that

CovclMe-1(Tic)iTi~c-1~ - QpTmLTm~e-1 f T-1Vcl~itl~ (15)

QThe approxímation sign is due to the fact that we do not take expectations over the
ratio but over numerator and denominator separately.

SHendricks, Patel and "Geckhauser [1993] seem to encounter a bias of this magnitude
in their bootstrap simulations discussed at the end o( the paper ( compare their footnote
2`l). They do not, however, adjust their claim that "the estimated slope ccefBcients are
unbiased" (their Tsble 1).
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Combining this result with (8) gives

Cove~T:e - Me-t(r~c), r~,e-c~ - -T-tVe~rlce~. (16)

Consequently, we can expect a slightly smaller bias (in absolute value) in the
FIlí3 estirnator based on predicted returns from the factor model compared
to the one based on average historical returns. The comparable expression
to (12) is given by

1 V ~r1~c~
ryi ~ --T oA(am f Frm) } V~rl:e~

(17)

Finally, let us consider the pooled IV method. The pseudo true value of
the IV estimator for ryl is now equal to

Ccvi(Tic - ric-t), ra:-z1,
( 1ryt - Cov~(r:e-r - ria-z),rte-z~
18

where the covariances now denote covariance over all N funds and T time
periods, and the starred returns denote returns in excess of the average return
over all funds in the same period.fi Considcring the assumptions of the data
generating process ( 6), the numerator in (18) equals

Cov~(rtc - ric-t),T~c-z~ - apE~(r„~c - T„~e-t)T.,~c-z~ - 0. (19)

Thus, similar to the FMl method, we can expect a zero bias for this pooled
IV estimator.

Recal] that the five methods discussed above are used to estimate the
predictable behavior in mutua] fund returns. All methods give an estimate
of the average persistence coefficient for the first lag. However, under our
data generating process, any superior performance is due to luck, and is not
an indication for future performance. Nevertheless, some of the methods
discussed above do find a spurious pattern of persistence in returns. The
size and sign of this asymptotic bias for the five estimation methods ate
summarized in Table 1. In case of the standard FM approach, the size of the
bias depends heavily upon the data generating process. In contrast, the bias
in the adjusted Fama Macbeth methods FM2 and FM3 is hazdly infíuenced
by the true data generating process, but depends heavily on the number of
periods, T, used to construct the average return r~. For simplicity, we have
assttmed that T is the same for all funds, but in reality the sample of funds is

s~7ansforming all variables like this is equivalent to including a time dummy Eor each
period.
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~l'able 1: Asymptotic bias in ryr-estirrrates
Estimation Method Expected Size and Sign

FM Bias ) 0
FMl Bias - 0
FM2 Bias ~ --
FM3 -- c Bias G 0

Pooled IV Bias .~ 0
Overview of the expected sign and size of the asymptotic bias in

the estimatc~ first persistence coefficients, where T is the number

of time series observations available per fund.

typically unbalanced with an increasingly small number of observations for
earlier periods. In that case, the absolute bias in the FM2 method is some
wcighted average of 7. , T, being the number of periods available for fund i,
which may be substantially larger than T, where T denotes the maximum
nurnber of sample periods. We shall illustrate this in the simulation exercise
in the next section.

It is clear from all expressions above that the biases disappear if T tends
to infinity, except for the standard h'M method. Wit.h increasing 7', the cor-
relation between the estimation error in M~-1(r;~~ and any historical return
(i.c. r~,~-~~ tends to zero. In practice, however, only a finite history is avail-
able for each fund in the sample such that the bias may not be negligible,
particularly given the orcíer of magnitude of persistence coefficients found in
the literature. Moreover, as under the null hypothesis of no predictability
in returns, the returns are uncorrelated over time, the bias is similar for all
coefficients if additional lags are included in the regression (J ~ 1). So the
cumulative bias in a regression with 8 lags included is of the order 8~1'. This
will be one of the points we will illust.rate in the simulation exercise in the
next section.

4 Properties of the Estimators: Numerical
Results

1~ simplify the analytical derivations, we assumEd that tlrere was only one lag
(.1 - 1~ included in the regtessions. 'Po illustrate the numerical magnitude
of the biases in some of the estimation methods when more than one lag is
included, we performed a number of Monte Carlo simulation experiments.
For the tirst experintent, we assume that true fund returns can be described
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by a one factor model with an unpredictable factor. This corresponds to a
null hypothesis of no predictability in returns. In a second experiment, we
examine the behavior of the five estimation methods when true funds returns
do have a predictable component.

For the first experiment, we generate returns for a sample of 750 mutual
funds over 60 periods. To do this, we follow the set-up of Brown, Goet-
zmann, Ibbotson and Ross [1992], whose parameter values were based on
Ibbotson and Sinquefeld [1990~, while increasing the frequency to quarterly
observat,ions. Quarterly returns are generated from the one factor model

r.c - ,Q:(~t - rf) -~ u:t~ (20)

where t.he quarterly risk free rate r J is taken to be 0.0175 ( corresponding to
an annual rate of 7`~o) and the quarterly risk premium R,,,t - r~ is assumed to
be norrnal with mean 0.022 and standard deviation 0.104. The idiosyncratic
error term ua is independent of the risk premium R,,,t - r f, and aLso assumed
to be normal with mean zero and variance a„ given by

~~ - ~(1 - Q~)2. (21)

This relationship is a rough approximation to the relationship between non-
systematic risk and ,Q that is often observed in mutual funds data. The value
of k in our experiment equals 0.01337. Finally, the distribution of fund betas
is assumed to be normal with mean 0.95 and a standard deviation of 0.25.

In the Monte Carlo experiment we generate 2500 samples with 750 funds
observed over 60 consecutive quarters. Following Hendricks, Patel and Zeck-
hauser [1993~, we now include eight lags in the regressions (J - 8). For the
standard FM estimation method ancl the adjusted FM2 and FM3 methods,
we estimate, for each sample, 52 cross-sectional regressions and computed
the average coefficient estimates. For the adjusted FMl method only 44
cross-sectional regressions are performed. The pooled IV estimation method
implies that only one regression has to be estimated for each sample. The
numbers reported correspond to the average estimates of the 2500 replica-
tions and the average t-values.

For the first method, FM, we can expect a(small) bias due to the cross-
sectional variation in expected returns. The second method, FMl, replicates
Jegadeesh's solution by subtracting the average return over the eight quarters
following~ quarter t, which should yield unbiased estimates. The next two
choices correspond to FM2 and FI613 and subtract the average return over

rDue to this choice, for the last eight quarters of data no cross-s~tional regression can
be performed; the estimates presented are averag~ ovcr 44 quartc;rs.
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the whole sample period and the predicted return from a CAPM time-series
regression, respectively. Both methods are expected to yield a negative bias.
The final method, pooled IV, is based on instrumental variables estimation
of a pooled regression in terms of first differences of returns, and should yield
unbiased results.

The results are summazized in Table 2. Cleazly, the magnitude of the

biases found corresponds closely to the analytical expressions given above.
For the standard FM method, a small positive bias is found of approximately
0.004 in all slope coefficients, while for Jegadeesh's solution biases aze negligi-
ble8. For adjusted Fama-MacBeth procedures FM2 and FM3, wrresponding
to the Hendric:ks, Patel and teckhauser [1993] choices, a negative bias is found
in all slope coefficient estimates of the order of -0.016 and -0.014, respectively.
Note that in the FM3 approach, the market model used to estimate Mt-1
corresponds to the true data generating process and will probably result in

a better fit than commonly found in applied work. Although the negative

,.umbers faund seem small, the bias is shared by all coefficients such that the

ctimulative of all eight coefficients is biased by about -0.13. Interpreting this

along the lines of Hendricks, Patel and Zeckhauser [1993], this implies that
in the wake of a l~o superior performance, the cumulatíve residual loss is
about 13 basis points over the next eight quarters9. Moreover, increasing the
number of lags in the regression, would result in even more ccefficients that
are biased in the same direction. The pooled IV method gives ccefficients

that vary between -0.003 and ~-0.004 with rather high standard errors.

The average t-values reported in the table, except those for the pooled

IV method, are based on the usual Fama-Macbeth standard errors and are

thus adjusted for heteroskedast.icity over time and over the funds. Compazed

to the other alternative Fama Macbeth approaches, the standard errors for

the case with residual returns from the mazket model (FM3) are small. This
is probably due to the fact that the variation over time in residual returns
(r~~ - r"i~) is much smaller than the variation in excess returns (r~~ - r,). Also
note that the market model used in this approach is correctly specified by
construction. While this will hardly affect the average coefficient estimates,

it will reduce their varíation over time. For the pooled IV method, t-values
are calculated assuming homoskedasticity across time (but not across funds)
and allowing for first order (moving average) autocorrelation in the differ-

enced errors. The standard errors are substantially higher than for the other
approaches. Apparently, robustness pays a price in terms of efficiency.

While for the adjusted FM2 and FM3 methods none of the slope co-

aThat is, insignificantly different from zero, using the Monte Carlo standard errors
9HPZ report a cumulative residual gain of 20 basis points over 8 quarters.
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'Table 2: Average estimates and t-values; simulated data without persistence
(2500 replications)

Average estimates ( x 100), t-values in parentheses

Estimation Standazd Adjusted Adjusted Adjusted Pooled IV
method FM FMl FM2 FM3
Dependent r~~ r.~ - ri r,c - re Ttc - Mc-i Tic - T'ic-i
variable

ry~ 0.41 -0.00 -1.63 -1.45 0.39
(0.23) (-0.00) (-0.95) (-1.80) (0.04)

y2 0.50 0.06 -1.55 -1.46 -0.18
(0.27) (0.03) (-0.91) (-1.82) (-0.02)

y3 0.46 0.00 -1.59 -1.44 0.25
(0.25) (0.01) (0.92) (-1.81) (0.03)

ry4 0.40 -0.06 -1.65 -1.46 0.08
(0.22) (-0.03) (-0.95) (-1.82) (0.01)

ry5 0.43 -0.02 -1.62 -1.43 -0.16
(0.24) (-0.00) (-0.94) (-1.79) (-0.00)

rys 0.45 -0.00 -1.60 -1.43 -0.22
(0.26) (0.00) (-0.93) (-1.79) (-0.04)

ry, 0.41 -0.04 -1.64 -1.45 0.17
(0.23) (-0.02) (-0.95) (-1.81) (0.00)

rys 0.51 0.09 -1.54 -1.42 -0.26
(0.28) (0.05) (-0.89) (-1.79) (-0.04)

~ ry~ 3.57 0.03 -12.82 -12.97 0.07
(0.51) (0.09) (-2.59) (-5.08) (0.09)

For the Fama Macbeth methods, cross-sectional regressions are estimated by OLS, for each

penod ( t-9,..,60). The estimates reported are the tim~averages of the slope coefficient

estimates. For the methods adjusted Fama Macbeth 1,2 and 3, the dependent variable is

in excess of an estimate of the expected return. All numbers aze averages over 2500 Monte

Carlo replications. In each period, the full sample of 750 funds is available.
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efficients is individually significantly different from zero ( according to the
average t-values), a joint test leads to rejection. Moreover, the cumulative
residual gain, as measured by the estimates of ~~ ry}, is significantly different
from zero for each of Lhe bia.sed methods FM2 and FM3.

It is clear that the estimation error in estimating "equilibrium" returns
induces a bias in the slope ccefficient estimates, which in itself may be small,
but may seriously affect economic conclusions. The biases are all negative,
implying that it cannot induce spurious findings of "hot hands" in mutual
funds. It may, however, indicate that the "hot hands" phenomenon is even
stronger than reported by Hendricks, Patel and Zeckhauser [1993].

The set-up of the second experiment is comparable with the first one.
However, quarterly returns are now generated by

r:c - Q~(~e -T~) f 7iTe,c-i -{- ~c, (22)

with ry~ - 0.05, while the other parameter values aze left unchanged.lo Essen-
tially, the data generating process (22) includes a simple predictable pattern
of past returns. Ideally, the estimation methods should yield a positive (and
significant) coefficient for the first lag and zero values for the others. The
results of 2500 Monte Cazlo simulations are summazized in Table 3.

The order of the biases, present in the five estimation methods, in the
case that the true data generating process contains a predictable component
are comparable to those found with the unpredictable process. The FM2
and FM3 methods seriously underestimate the true coefí~icients. Jegadeesh's
approach, FMl, produces estimates close to the coefficient y~ - 0.05, but
as mentioned before, has the disadvantage that future returns are required.
Despite the fact that it uses a longer sample period, the standard errors of
the pooled IV approach aze approximately five times as large as those of
the FMl method, which seems to make the N approach inappropriate for
applied work.

Until now, our sample of mutual funds was not very representative for
samples used in empirical work, as ít is assumed that fund returns are avail-
able over the whole sample period of 60 quarters. To see how the conclusions
are affected if funds returns are observed over a limited history only, we took
our previous sample of the first experiment and, going back in time, ran-
doraly removed 2~0 of the funds in each quarter. This results in an average
number of funds in the first. quarter of 223 (30P1o), which seems reasonable
given the growth in the number of U.S. mutual funds over the last. decade.
It is important to realize two things. First, it is not the number of funds
that is relevant for the biases, but the (average) number of periods used to

~~Note that thvs increases the overall average excess return by about 5~.
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"I'able 3: Average estirnates and t-values; simulated data with first order
persistence (2500 replications)

Average estiinates ( x 100), t-values in parentheses

Estirnation Standard Adjusted Adjusted Adjusted Pooled IV
method FM FMl FM2 FM3
Dependent r:c r:c - r. r~e - T~ r~e - Me-1 r:e - r.e-i
variable

y~ 5.51 5.03 3.36 3.38 5.'25
(3.12) (2.53) (1.95) (4.21) (0.48)

ry2 0.40 -0.04 -1.64 -1.48 -0.22
(0.23) (-0.02) (-0.95) (-1.84) (-0.02)

y3 0.49 0.09 -1.55 ) -1.44 0.01
(0.28) (OA4) (-0.90 (-1.79) (0.00)

ry4 0.36 -0.07 -1.67 -1.49 -0.26
(0.'lU) (-0.03) (-0.96) (-1.85) (-0.02)

ry5 0.40 -0.01 -1.63 -1.47 0.40
(0.23) (-0.00) (-0.95) (-1.83) (Q03)

ys 0.42 0.01 -1.62 -1.46 -0.32
(Q'l4) (0.01) (-0.94) (-1.83) (-0.04)

y, 0.37 -0.09 -1.67 -1.48 0.15
(0.20) (-0.04) (-0.97) (-1.85) (0.00)

yg 0.41 -0.04 -1.74 -1.55 -0.29
(0.23) (-0.02) (-1.00) (-1.93) (-0.04)

~ 7~ 8.36 4.88 -8.16 -6.99 4.72
(1.55) (0.87) (-1.71) (-3.25) (0.07)

For the Fama Macbeth methods, cross-sectional regressions are estimated by OLS, for each

period (t-9,..,60). The estimates reported are the time-averages of the slope coefficient

estimates. For the methods adjusted Fama Macbeth 1,2 and 3, the dependent variable is

in excess of an estimate of the expected return. AO numbers are averagess over 2500 Monte

Carb replications. In each period, the full sample of 750 Funds is available.
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estimate l1~It-~. lising the 2'l"3 funds existing over the whole sample period
would produce biases sirnilar to those reported in Table 2. Second, there is
no survivorship bias here, as the disappearing funds are selected completely
randomly. Any survivorship bias would come above the estimation bias dis-
cussed here (although the two biases can have opposite sign and may cancel
out~.

The results for the selecaed sarnple are presented in Table 4. As expected,
the biases increase in absolute size compared to those reported in Table 2,
except for the standard h'M approach, the adjusted FMl approach and the
pooled N method.

Finally, we checked how sensitive the reported biases were for the par-
ticular parameter values chasen. As expected, varying the parameter values
within reasonable bounds hazdly had an effect on the numbers in the Tables
2, 3 and 4, except for the standard FM estimator. The t-values appeazed
less insensitive to the parameter values; in particulaz a smaller variance of
the market risk premium led to an increase of the !-val~~es for all estimators,
except for the F1113 approach. Substantial changes, however, were encoun-
tered when the number of períods was reduced to 30, in which case the biases
almost doubled. It is important to keep this in mind as an analysis based on
yearly data would produce similar results if the number of yeazs employed
in estimating lL1~-t is the same as the nurnber of quarters used in this study.
Clearly, 60 years of data are available for only very few mutual funds, so
that. with annual data the biases encountered may be much lazger than those
reported here.

5 Empirical results for 1986-1994

Several recent empirical studies report short-run persistence in mutual fund
performance. In light of our results of the previous two sections, we shall, in
t.his section, empirically examine whether mutual funds do have a pattern of
predictable returns using a sample of U.S. open-end mutual funds over the
period 198fr1994. This analysis will illustrate the order of magnitudes of
persistence coefficients that are relevanC for applied work, so as to clarify the
importance of the, seemingly small, biases reported in the previous sections.

Hendricks, Patel and Zeckhauser [1993], looking at short-run persistence
of mutual fund returns over the lx~riocí 1974-1988, found a pattern of positive
coefficients for the first four lagged quarterly returns, while lags 5 to 7 were
negative, and lag 8 was positive again. The cumulative gain in expected
returns by selecting thc fimds that. have an above average return is, according
to their estimates, about 30 basis points over the next four yuazters, but
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1~able 4: Average estimates and t-values; selected sample from simulated
data ('1500 replications)

Average estimates ( x 100), t-values in parentheses
Gstimation Standard Adjustecí Adjusted Adjustcd Yooled N
method P'M FMl FM'l FM3
Dependent r~c T:c - ~'~ T;c - T't r.t - Mt-i r ;c - rie-i
variable

y, 0.37 -0.10 -2.08 -1.80 0.21
(0.18) (-0.05) (-1.07) (-1.57) (0.07)

7z 0.45 -0.00 -2.00 -1.78 -Q16
(0.23) (-0.00) (-1.03) (-1.55) (-0.06)

ry,, 0.51 0.06 -1.94 -1.78 0.23
(0.26) (0.03) (-1.00) (-1.55) (0.06)

y4 0.44 -0.03 -2.01 -1.79 -0.34
(0.22) (-0.01) (-1.04) (-1.56) (-0.05)

ys 0.48 0.03 -L97 -1.76 0.30
(0.24) (0.01) (-1.02) (-L54) (0.05)

ys 0.45 -0.02 -'2.00 -1.83 0.02
(0.22) (-0.01) (-1.03) (-1.59) (0.03)

y, 0.42 -0.06 -2.03 -1.79 0.25
(0.20) (-0.03) (-1.05) (-1.57) (0.04)

ys 0.42 -0.05 -2.03 -1.80 -0.07
(0.21) (-0.02) (-1.04) (-1.57) (-0.05)

~ ry~ 3.54 -0.17 -16.06 -14.:33 0.44
(0.52) (-0.06) (-'1.83) (-4.39) (0.09)

For the F'arna h4acbeth methods, crcxis-sectional regressíons are estimated by OLS, for each
period ( L-9,..,fi0). The c~stimates reported are the time-averages of the slope coefficient

estimates. For the methods adjusted Fama ~lacbeth 1,2 and 3, the dependent variable is

in excess of an estimate of the expocted return. All mrmbers are averages over 2500 Monte

Carlo replications. In each petiod, a random 2~0 of new funds are added to the sample,
snch that in the Inst períod 750 mutual funds exist.
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declines to about 20 basis points after eight quarters.
To examine whether a similar pattern of persistence is present over the

period 1986-1994, we employ two samples of quarterly mutual fund returns
over the period 1986 to 1994. The mutual funds data are obtained from the
Morningstar Mutual I~'und Database. Morningstar reports information about
all open-end mutual funds on a monthly basis. Following Hendricks, Patel
and Zeckhauser [1993], we attempt to minimize the effect of survivorship in
our samples by including the fund returns until the moment ofdisappearance.
Most of these disappearing funds merged with another fund, became a closed-
end fund or simply ceased to exist. The basic sample includes fimds that meet
the following selection criteria. First, the fund has an observation record of
at least nine quartersll. Second, funds that invest more than 50 07o in bonds,
but nevertheless advertise as "equity fund" are excluded from the sample. As
a consequence of our firsL crit.erium, funds that ceased to exist before January
1988 are also excluded from the sample. The resulting sample varies from
711 mutual fLndc in tha firct q„a-rtar pf 1QRfi to 1422 funds in the fonrth
quarter of 1994.

Following several papers in the area, our second sample contains a rela-
tively homogeneous sample of equity funds, selected out of the basic sample,
with as investment objective growth stocks. The size of this sample varies
between 171 funds in the firsL quarter of 1986 and 353 mutual funds in the
fourth quart,er of 1994. For both samples we assume that all dividends are
reinvested in the mutual fund at the end of the quarter in which the divi-
dends are distributed. For the riskless rate we take the quarterly return on
one-rnonCh U.S. Treasury bills, collected from the Ibbotson Index database.
In order to apply the FM3 method, we use the Standard ~ Poor 500 index,
also collected from the Ibbotson Index database, as the market return. All
returns are net. of transaction costs, fees, and expenses, but are gross for any
sales charges.

Although the choice of the number of lags in the regressions is a bit
arbitrary, we follow Hendricks, Patel and Zeckhauser [1993], and only include
up to eight lags, as in our sinrulation experiments. Including more lags
would enable estimation of additional medium-run persistence efiects, but
effectively reduces the number of observations in estimation. The estimation
results of the five methods are summarized in Table 5, for the basic sample,
and "Table 6 for the sample of growth stocks.

As discussed above, the FM2 method has an expected bias that is a

ijTo apply FM2, we also need eight future observations, so that for this approach an
observation history of at least 17 periods is required. This leads to a sample of 1209 funds
(284 growth funds) in the last quarter of 1992.
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Table 5: Persistence estirnates and t-values: basic sample 1986-1994
Estimates ( x 100) of Persistence Coefficients

t-values in patentheses
Estimation Standard Adjusted Adjusted Adjusted Pooled
method FM FMl FM2 FM3 IV
Dependent rac r:c - r: r~t - r s rit - Me-1 r~c - r:c-t
variable

yl 1.60 -3.86 -3.67 -1.94 4.54
(0.32) (-0.64) (-0.75) (-0.48) (0.62)

ry2 1.16 -3.18 -3.42 -0.78 -0.31
(0.26) (-0.67) (-0.80) (-0.21) (-0.39)

ry3 17.43 19.57 12.81 9.79 33.43
(4.25) (3.49) (3.26) (3.03) (4.18)

y4 0.11 4.90 -3.59 -1.98 3.65
(0.03) (0.98) (-0.96) (-0.58) (0.58)

75 -7.39 -6.18 -1L03 -10.:32 -0.4`L
(-1.70) (-1.40) (-2.52) (-2.21) (-0.07)

rys -1.08 0.01 -5.49 -4.48 0.23
(-0.38) (0.00) (-1.93) (-1.51) (0.03)

ry, 0.49 -4.96 -4.21 -4.13 12.87
(0.15) (-1.60) (-1.33) (-1.25) (1.65)

ryg 12.63 9.20 7.98 3.22 17.72
(4.19) (2.26) (2.56) (1.15) (2.51)

~ ry~ 24.94 15.40 -10.60 -10.6`l 71.71
(3.03) (1.60) (-1.48) (-1.48) (1.58)

The estimates of the adjusted FM1 method are based on cross-sectional regressions, esti-

mated by OLS, for each quarter in 1988 through 199'l (t-9,..,28). In contrast, the standazd

FM and adjusted FM2 and FM3 approaches are based on 28 cross-sectional regressions.

The estimates reported are the time-averages of the slope coefficient estimates. For the

methods adjusted FM 1,2 and 3, the dependent variable is in excess of an estimate of the

expected return.
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Table fi: Persistence estimates and t-values for selected sarnple of growth

Estixnates ( x 100) of Persistence Coefficients,
t-values in parentheses

Estimation Standard Ad,justed Acíjusted Adjusted Pooled
method FM FMl FM2 FM.3 IV
Dependent r:t r~c - r; r:c - r; r~t - Mc-~ r,e - rit-1
vaziable

yl 4.05 0.03 -0.84 -0.76 2.18
(0.72) (0.00) (-0.15) (-0.16) (0.27)

ry2 5.6`l 1.68 1.61 3.83 4.82
(l.ïï) (0.27) (0.32) (Q84) (Q54)

~y3 12.93 11.62 8.92 6.5Fi 43.65
(2.40) (1.62) (1.73) (1.49) (4.77)

74 3.ï0 6.27 -4.88 -0.31 2.86
(0.79) (1.40) (-0.13) (-0.08) (0.42)

rys -8.03 -`1.34 -11.08 -10.89 2.53
(-1.52) (-0.50) (-2.10) (-L96) (0.36)

rys -2.80 0.82 -3.63 -3.`22 -3.34
(-0.08) (0.19) (-1.12) (-0.93) (-0.44)

ry~ -1.81 -3.65 -5.2fi -5.4fi 19.86
(-0.55) (-1.07) (-1.61) (-1.58) (2.10)

yg 8.84 8.73 5.20 1.95 17.79
(3.17) (2.11) (1.67) (0.73) ('l.ll)

~ y~ 21.90 23.20 -9.90 -8.30 90.53
(2.24) (1.79) (-0.52) (-0.7~i) (1.81)

The estimates of the adjusted FM1 method are based on cross-sectiona] regressions, esti-
mated by OLS, for each quarter in 1988 through 199'L (t-9,..,28). In contrast, the standard
F~4 and adjusted FM2 and FM3 approaches are based on 28 cross-sc~ctional regressions.
The estimates reported are the time-averages of the slope cocfficient ~aimates. For the
methods adjusted FM 1,2 and 3, the dependent variable is in exccss of an eatimate of the
expected return.
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weighte,cí average of -:~ , where 1; is the number of periods available for fund
r.. In t,his empirical study, t,hc rnaximum number of observations available is
36, which means that we can expect a bias ofat least -0.028 in the estimated
coefficients of this method. According to our simulation experiments, the bias
in t,he estimat.es of the FMI rnethod is negligible. Note, however, that in our
case the estimates are the averages of only 20 cross-sectional regressions due
to the fact that the uneoncíitiona] expectation Mr- i is estimated from eight
futurc observations. In contrast, the standard FM estimatcs arc; based on 28
croas-sectional regressions. Although the exact size of the bias present in the
latter estimation method is dependent on the truc data generating process,
wc expect a positive sign. 'I'his suggests that the true persist,ence coefficients
are sornewhat srnallcr than the e~timates of the standard h'ama Macbeth
approaeh. The estimates of t.he pooled IV approach dilfer substant.ially from
the estimates of the standard h'M and FMI rnethod. As already suggested,
the pooled IV method suffers from large standard errors, which nrakes this
approach ]ess suitablc for applicd work.

f.c~oking at the estimatcs of the adjusted FMl method, there appears to
be some evidence of persistence in the basic sample of mutual fimds, but
the pattern is rather erratic. Given t.he accuracy of t.he individual estimates,
it docs not seern advisable to develop a dynarnic buy-and-sell st.rategy from
these numbers. A strategy that selects fiurds with a 1 Qlo superior perfor-

rnance, and keeps Lhese in portfolio for eight consecutive quarters, leads to
a expected cumulative residual gain of 0.15 ~70, with a standard error of 0.10
~,. rI'he conclusions from the inconsistent FM'l and 1~'M3 rnethods, on the
other hand, would be, substant.ially different with a cumulative residual loss
of O.lO~e and a standard crror of 0.07 o1a The estimates using the standard
FM approach, reported in the first column, sc;ems to be upward biased, as can
be expected fiom the analyt.ical and Monte Carlo results, while the pooled
IV estimates in column 5 produces substantially different. results, with sub-
stantially higher standard errors. Most methods see:m to have in comrnon
thal, lags 3 and 8 are important with sigrrificantly positive coefficients.

f~'or the more hornogenous subsample of growth funds, our E~'Ml results,
reported in column 2 of Table 6, show a pattern of persistence that corre-
sponds fairly closely to the one report,ed by Ilendricks, Patel and 7.eckhauser
[199:3] for thc period 14)74 to 1988. Note, however, that thc latter results
w-ere based on the adjustecí mcthocís FM2 and hi1~13, which - in our case
- would yield substantially dilTerent outcomes. Apparently, an investment
strategy based on selecting growth-oriented mutual fimcís with an above av-
crage performance over the last four quarters still proves valuable for the
period 198Fi-199d. The estirnated cumulative gain in expected returns by se-
lecting funds with a relatively high return compared t,o other growth funds is
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xbout Z3 basis points over the next eight quarters. The associated standard
error, however, corresponcís t.o 1:3 basis points. Again, note that the conclu-
sions from the adjusted FN12 and 1~'M3 approaches would be substantially
rlilCcrent with a curnulative loss of approximately 9 basis points. Recall that
this is a biased estimatc ancí does not represent the actual expected gain or
loss írom thc above-mcnt.ioned strate~y.

6 Coricluding remarks

In this paper we examined a number of est.imat.ion methods used to detect
patterns of precíictable returns. As expected retnrns vary over the funds,
rnost. of these methods employ some estirnate of these expected returns to
prevent the problern of cross-sectional correlation, as discussed by Jegadeesh
[1990]. Our anal,ytical results show that estimation errors in the expected
returns may induce a spurious pattern of short-run persistence. The bias in
the persistence coelficients is, on average, close to -~., where T is the number
of periods used to e.stimate the cacpected returns. As this bias hardly depends
on the true data generating process, this result is of particular concern when
using lower frequency data, where only a limited number of time series obser-
vat,ions is availablc. As an illustration, ~~~c considered the approaches taken
in Hendricks, Patel and "l.eckhauser [1993], which had biases in each slope
coefficicnt of approxirnately -0.02, wrresponding to a cumulative bias (over
eight lags) of -0.16.

.Iegadeesh's [1990] approach to eliminate such biases requires estimation
of expected returns over future observations, insteaci of past returns. Al-
though this methods leacís to unbiased estimates, the approach has as a
disadvantage that the most recent observation periods are actually not. used
in the estimation oí the short-run persistence coefficients. This is particu-
larly cumbcrsorne if time-variation in th~e coefíicients can be expected. As
an alternative, we suggest another estimation approach, which corresponds
to instrumental variables estimation of the model in first differences, using
the pooled data. Unfortunately, this approach, based on the elimination of
fixed individual eflects in dynarnic panel data models, is, though consistent,
rather inefficient, such that. accurat.e statements about the true persistence
coc(Hcicnts are hard to makc.

"Phe second part. of t.he paper empirically examined the short-run persis-
tence in a sample of equity funds and a subsample of growth equity funds,
over t.}ic. periocl 198fi-1994. "I'he rr.sults show that an investment strategy
based on identifying the winning growth-oriented mutual funcis increases the
encpectcd return on a portfolio of mutual funds. In particular, a strategy of
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selecting every quarter the funds with high returns, relative to other funds,
over the last four quazters, can significantly increase the expected return.
Although the estimates of Hendricks, Patel and Zeckhauser [1993] over the
period 1975 to 1988 were negatively biased, they found a similar pattern.
Apparently, the hot hands phenomenon reported by these authors still exists
in the period 1986 to 1994. It must be stressed, however, that the estimates
of the individual coefficients are not very accurate and, moreover, the results
are quite sensitive to the estimation method employed. At the least, this im-
plies that the development of dynamic trading strategies from these results
is a dangerous exercise.
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